
DESCRIPTIVE ESSAY ABOUT A LION

The lion is a wild animal. It is one of the strongest animals. He is known as the king of the jungle because of its huge
size and ferocious appearance. The African.

They have few sweat glands in their body, so they wisely tend to conserve their energy by resting during the
day and become more active at night when it is cooler. His paws are very strong. Even here, they do not lose
their fearful nature. It was nothing like human speech or bird song, but more of a raw sound that started deep
within his body and was projected into the air with so much force that it would be heard for miles around.
They're not intended to be submitted as your own work, so we don't waste time removing every error. When
citing an essay from our library, you can use "Kibin" as the author. The Lions enjoy relaxing and lazing
around. Check out our Privacy and Content Sharing policies for more information. It is four-legged, it eats
flesh, its paws are powerful. Kibin does not guarantee the accuracy, timeliness, or completeness of the essays
in the library; essay content should not be construed as advice. Its scientific name is in Latin: Panthera leo.
When hunting, lions try and execute an attack over the shortest possible distance as this makes hunting more
successful. Even in his dreams he was alert to the sounds of the savannah. When any animal comes to drink,
he springs upon him with a loud road. The third interesting characteristic which makes the lion distinct from
other wild cat species is that female lions look quite different to males. Otherwise he slumbered until his ladies
brought in a fresh kill of zebra, then he would rouse himself for first dibs. Usually, a pride consists of two
males, seven females and any amount of cubs. The lion belongs to the same species to which the tiger, wolf,
etc. Its footprints are known as pug-marks. The lioness is usually sisters or cousins that have all been together
since birth.


